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COMMISSION AGAINST DISCRIMINATION

1 ASHBURTON PLACE
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02108, NOVEMBER 4, 1987.

The Honorable Michael J. Connolly, Secretary of the Commonwealth
State House, Room 337, Boston, Massachusetts 02133

Dear Mr. Secretary:
In compliance with Section 33 of Chapter 30 of the General Laws,

attached herewith is legislation submitted for filing by the
Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination.

Infurther compliance with the above section, 1 am pleased to submit
a detailed explanation of the provisions of this legislation.

Thank you for your anticipated cooperation.

Very truly yours.

ALEX RODRIGUEZ,

Gtfje Commontoealtt) of ifflaftKatfjuacttt

Chairman.
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i . An Act to remove the damage limitation on housing and real

ESTATE DISCRIMINATION COMPLAINTS.

Currently, pursuant to Massachusetts General Laws, Chapter 1518,
§5, the Commission may only award up to two thousand dollars
($2,000) to remedy discrimination complaints regarding housing and
real estate. Individuals who suffer damages in excess of two thousand
dollars ($2,000) are currently unable to receive adequate and full
compensation via the Commission for the injury. There are a number
of reasons why this proposal to remove the damage limitation should
be passed.

First, an individual with a good case and claim for substantial
damages will if he or she has the financial resources to hire private
counsel, file suit in court, rather than pursue the Commission’s
administrative remedy. This result is a costly one for the
Commonwealth, as well as for the parties involved, because judicial
proceedings are even more expensive and time-consuming than
Commission proceedings and because the Massachusetts courts are
overburdened with cases. Thus, the two thousand dollar damages
limitation serves to defeat, at least partially, the purpose for which
the Commission was established, i.e., to enable individuals to remedy
discrimination without the necessity of resorting to the courts.

Second, for an individual who lacks the financial resources to hire
private counsel, the Commission’s administrative remedy is the only
option. If such an individual suffers damages in excess of two
thousand dollars, he or she will not receive compensation for them
regardless of the Commission’s decision on liability. Thus, the MCAD
is prevented from fulfilling the legal system’s traditional obligation
of making an individual “whole” for his or her losses.

Third, for large property owners and real estate agencies, the two
thousand dollar damages limitation means that the state’s anti-
discrimination law as enforced by the Commission has little, if any,
deterrent effect. An amount as small as two thousand dollars,
particularly when it is discounted by the possibility of not getting
caught, is considered a mere “cost of doing business” by large
companies and wealthy individuals. Even medium sized real estate
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agencies and property owners of moderate means are not deterred
from violating the law when they know that cases can often be settled
for a few hundred dollars or less. Thus, the two thousand dollar
damages limitation prevents the Commission from effectuating its
ultimate goal of eliminating or, at least reducing, discrimination in
the housing market.

The lack of deterrent effect caused by the damages limitation is
costly for the Commission and the Commonwealth. Besides insuring
that the anti-discrimination law will have to be implemented through
expensive enforcement procedures rather than through deterrence, the
damages limitation leads to a high rate of recidivism among
respondents in housing cases. After paying small sums in settlement
ofcomplaints, or pursuant to Commission orders issued after hearing,
many large property owners and real estate companies continue to
violate the law and are “caught” again and again by different home-
seekers who file complaints with the Commission.

The proposed amendment also seeks to have the last paragraph of
Chapter 1518, §5 striken in its entirety. The part of this section that
has not already been addressed provides that a damage award may
be appealed to District or Municipal Court. This is a cumbersome
and little used alternative appeal process available in housing
discrimination cases only. Removal of this appeal provision will not
deny any rights to either parties. Either party may file an appeal
through the Full Commission and then to Superior Court.

2. An Act to allow the Massachusetts commission against

DISCRIMINATION TO ASSESS COSTS AFTER A FINDING OF
DISCRIMINATION.

The Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination is
recognized as a forum with representation of the highest quality and
expertise in the field of discrimination. As a result, the Commission
must expend its limited resources pertaining to the high cost of such
quality litigation.

Complainants who are either represented by private counsel or
Commission counsel are furnished with expert testimony, competent
preparation of their case as well as qualified hearing officers to hear
their case within the agency. The costs incurred by the complainant
or the Commission in representing an individual are high. This
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enactment would affect that high cost by giving the Commission
discretion to assess such costs against a respondent who has been
found liable for discrimination.

In addition to costs incurred by the prevailing party of the
Commission counsel representing said party, the Commission must
currently bear the high cost of conducting the hearings. Such costs
include, but are not limited to, stenographic and transcript services.
Assessing these costs to respondent would reduce the Commission’s
cost and allow additional hearings to take place as well as allow for
speedier resolution of complaints. As it stands now, the number of
hearings that the Commission may hold is limited due to budgetary
restraints.

One of the purposes of the Commission is to provide a speedy
effective forum to address complaints of discrimination. As a result
of the high costs associated with this type of case, individuals are
choosing the court system as an alternative due to the ability to recover
their costs. This defeats the purpose of the Commission. This
enactment would reduce the caseload of the courts by eliminating
unnecessary proceedings and thus hasten the delivery of justice.
Additionally, the passage of a bill allowing the Commission to assess
costs after a finding of discrimination would promote the speedy and
inexpensive resolution of complaints by discouraging parties from
protracted litigation.

3. An Act relating to discrimination in education

Massachusetts General Laws, Chapter 151C, §2, in its current form,
provides protection against discriminatory practices for those
individuals seeking admission into educational institutions. With the
exception of complaints pertaining to sexual harassment or
complaints filed by graduate students, the current law does not
provide any protection against discrimination for a student who has
been accepted and enrolled in the many schools, colleges and
universities within the Commonwealth.

The proposed amendment will increase the level ofprotection under
this Chapter by making it unlawful to discriminate against any student
regardless of whether such discrimination occurs during the admission
process, during the academic year, or post graduation. Passage of this
bill would ensure that all students would be treated equally,
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particularly with regard to benefits and services provided by each
institution.

The proposed amendment would also eliminate the inconsistencies
within the current statutory provisions. As mentioned above, most
ofthe provisions under this statute relate only to the admission process
followed by educational institutions. Since this law was originally
passed, several amendments have been passed giving expanded
coverage to certain individuals protected by the law. The proposed
amendment would eliminate these inconsistencies by providing a
comprehensive law that would prohibit discrimination at any
educational institution at any level.

Finally, passage of this bill would allow aggrieved individuals to
have their complaints addressed by the Commission. This would take
away some of theburdensome caseload within the courts where many
complaints of this nature are filed due to the lack of an administrative
forum.

4. An Act authorizing the commission against discrimination to
AWARD ATTORNEY'S FEES TO PRIVATE ATTORNEYS REPRESENTING
COMPLAINANTS.

Pursuant to M.G.L. Chapter 1518, §9, a complainant may remove
a complaint to the Superior or Probate court for the county in which
the alleged unlawful practice occurred. If the court finds for the
petitioner it shall, in addition to any other relief and irrespective of
the amount in controversy, award the petitioner reasonable attorney’s
fees and costs unless certain circumstances would render such an
award unjust.

In 1976, the Supreme Judicial Court held that because there is no
specific statutory grant to the MCAD of the power to grant counsel
fee awards, the Commission did not have authority to award such
fees to a successful complainant. Nonetheless, the court noted, gratis
dictum, that the statute posed an ‘incongruity”. Bournewood Hospital
v. MCAD, 371 Mass. 303, 358 N. E. 2d 235 (1976).

The Commisssion strongly urges passage of a bill amending M.G.L.
c.1518, to empower the hearing commissioner to award reasonable
attorney’s fees in appropriate cases. Such an amendment would not
only cure the “incongruity” in the statute, but also have strong public
policy implications.
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First, the authorization to award attorney’s fees would discourage
forum shopping which the Supreme Judicial Court has refused to
sanction in analogous situations. See Bournewood, supra.

Second, it would keep cases within the Commission and thus
comport with the broader purpose of any administrative hearing
procedure which is to relieve the court of its ever increasing docket.

Third, it would comport with the broader purposes of the civil rights
law by allowing prevailing complainants, who have elected the
Commission as a forum, to realize their full out-of-pocket and
emotional damage awards.

Fourth, it would encourage the growth of a more active and
competent complainant’s bar by encouraging lawyers to entertain
discrimination cases at the administrative level and hence, develop an
expertise in the area.

Fifth, it would enable the Commission to apply its budget in a more
cost effective manner as the private bar supplements its program, since
presently complainants are represented by Commission attorneys, if
not by private lawyers.

The $lO,OOO ceiling within the proposal has been included as aresult
of concerns addressed by the Joint Committee on Commerce and
Labor during the 1986 Legislative session. The Commission believes
that with the ceiling, the Commission would be able to award an
appropriate figure for attorney’s fees. The ceiling was set at the ten
thousand dollar level taking into consideration the average length of
public hearings and the amount of work typically required to prove
a discrimination case.

Finally, awards for attorney’s fees would be subject to the
Commission’s appeal provisions and judicial review. Because of these
procedures, concerns of abuse of discretion should be satisfied.
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